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Goal Based Bidding:

Aligning Your SEM Strategy to Business Goals
In 2015, over one million advertisers spent more than $81.5 billion on search ads worldwide.1 Search
Engine Marketing (SEM) is now a big enough phenomenon to command attention at the CMO level. For
many enterprises, SEM is a strategically important discipline.
As such, SEM requires careful alignment with display advertising and the other elements of the
Marketing program. It also is vital to match your SEM strategy with the company’s business objectives.
Strategies change, but generally they reflect where the company is in its growth. Businesses may
budget heavily to build revenue until they reach a stable, reliable scale, and then shift to a focus on
maximizing the profitability of their marketing investments. This is as true for paid search as it is for
display advertising.
• If you are in Growth Mode, your objectives are likely to be to maximize revenue and/or user
growth as much as possible within budget.
• If you are in Profit Mode, your objective will be to drive as much profit for your business as
possible. This means that beyond maximizing revenue and/or user growth within a budget, you
need to know at all times what budget is currently achieving the maximum profit in relation to
market conditions.
In paid search, marketers generate volume by bidding in continuous online auctions for the best
positions for ads on Google, Bing, Yahoo and other vendors’ search result pages. The better your
position, the higher the clickthrough rate, and the more conversions and revenue your ad will generate.
Research shows 86% of all ad impressions go to the ads in the top three positions on the first page in
the search result set.
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Google-Will-Take-55-of-Search-Ad-Dollars-Globally-2015/1012294
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A common belief is that the higher you bid for a given keyword or phrase, the better your ad’s position will
be on the search results page. This belief is justified, in a very general way. But it does not necessarily follow
that raising the bid for a particular keyword’s position always will improve the advertiser’s results. Nor will
every increase in the budget for a complete campaign make that campaign more successful, by any rational
performance indicator.
In the first place, the bid is only one component in a complex algorithm by which the search vendor (usually
Google, which represents 55% of the market globally) determines the ad’s position. Other key components
include the vendor’s evaluation of the ad’s quality and the consistency of the ad’s messaging with the content
of the landing page to which it links.
More importantly, the rationale for spending more on a paid search (bidding higher, or increasing the
campaign budget) is to increase the volume of conversions arising from clicks on the ads. But each
incremental click comes at a cost. What many marketers fail to appreciate early in the development of the SEM
programs is that the Incremental Cost per Click (ICC) is variable. The higher you bid, the more clicks your ad
will generate, but the higher you set your sights, the more expensive each incremental click becomes.
To give a simple example, let’s assume that you raise a bid so that your Cost per Click (CPC) increases from
$5 to $6. It is important then to not only think about the CPC increasing by 20%, but what was gained from that
increase. If the increase raised your daily clicks from 100 to 110, that means the additional 10 clicks came at
a cost of $16 per click, more than 3 times what you paid for your average previous click. This is what is called
the incremental cost per click and why it is so important to consider.

110 clicks * $6 CPC – 100 clicks * $5 CPC = $160 cost increase
$160 cost increase / 10 clicks increase = $16 ICC
Plotting your bid against the number of conversions that bid will return (the Cost per Acquisition or CPA), it will
become clear that beyond a certain point, the cost to acquire more conversions becomes prohibitive, even if
you are seeking rapid growth and are, for the moment, not concerned about profitability.
A similar relationship will apply to the budget for a complete campaign. The higher the budget, the more
conversions the marketer can expect—but the increase in the budget required to achieve more conversions
becomes steeper as the goal gets larger. The average CPA for the campaign also goes up as incremental
clicks at the high end get more expensive.

http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Google-Will-Take-55-of-Search-Ad-Dollars-Globally-2015/1012294
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This relationship between the bid and the return is an empirical finding from many millions of bids over 15
years of search ad auctions—it’s fundamentally how the auctions work. The basic shape of the curve will be
consistent even if your bidding is perfectly efficient.
The shape of the curve is determined by the search vendor’s algorithm for assigning positions on the Search
Result Page. Google is deliberately opaque in the way it manages and administers this algorithm through the
auctions. Still, the relationship should make intuitive sense to anyone who drives a car. To drive faster, you
press harder on the accelerator pedal—but when you do, you are giving up a certain amount of fuel efficiency.
An efficient bidder will seek not simply to outbid the competition, but to find the bid or budget that provides the
greatest profitability (maximum conversions and revenue for a given budget). Where that point is on the curve
may not be obvious—Bid Optimization, as practiced by SEM professionals, is based on data provided by the
search vendor on the recent performance of bids for specific campaigns and keywords. The data are used to
project the returns on the next round of bidding—with the caveat that the data are the most current available but
are also, out of necessity, retrospective.
The data are reliable, but efficient bidders understand that the auction markets change as the competitors
for important keywords adjust their bids. The unexpected entry of a new competitor may alter the dynamics
of an auction dramatically. Thus, every campaign requires close and frequent monitoring for changes in
the effectiveness of the current bids, so those bids can be adjusted to keep the campaign aligned with the
business goals.
• If you are optimizing your campaign for a Volume target, changing auction dynamics may require you to
raise your bids to maintain your ad’s position—but as the forecast curve demonstrates, it is only efficient
to do so up to the point where the ICC becomes unreasonable.
• If you are optimizing for Profit, you will need to balance your targeted ROI against your budget. If you
are committed to a specific ROI goal or committed to maximizing Profit, you may have to exceed your
budget to achieve this if conditions change. If your budget is set in stone, you will need to alter your
bids to get the greatest possible ROI or Profit from that fixed spending.
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For any given level of bidding efficiency, it is relatively easy to reduce overall costs. Reduce your bids, and your
costs go down. Of course, your conversion volume goes down as well, but again, the forecast curve shows
that over a certain range of bids, the drop-off in click volume will, 99% of the time, be the reduction in cost.
It is much easier to achieve a 10% cost reduction than it is to achieve a 10% volume increase. Increasing
volume is expensive and will lower ROI and increase CPA. There is no way around this unless you find ways to
increase efficiency—it is fundamentally how the auctions work.

How to Set Goals

In order to optimize bidding to meet business objectives, the search engine marketer must first set the goals
for the campaign, or for a portfolio of campaigns. (A large advertiser’s campaigns may include thousands or
even millions of keywords; it is impractical to think of goal-setting at the level of individual keywords.)
Today’s SEM campaign management software platforms offer tools for planning, tracking and goal-setting.
The goal-setting process differs depending on the objective. The differences are illustrated here using the [24]7
Predictive Search Bidding dashboard, released in January 2016. The system presents current data for each of
the advertiser’s portfolios, including a status evaluation of the portfolio’s performance against the goals. Drilling
down into each portfolio, the manager can see the present portfolio budget and projections for the impact of
raising or lowering the budget, represented as a forecast curve. In the example below, the current budget is
represented by the large green bar.
The other points on the curve are projections of the number of conversions that can be expected if the budget
(vertical axis) is raised or lowered. A lot of data are packed into each point on the curve, including the Budget
(vertical axis) and the number of Conversions at that level of spending (horizontal axis). Moving toward the
higher and lower ends of the curve, the steepness of the curve illustrates the change in the Incremental Cost
per Conversion (ICC); eventually, it becomes very expensive to buy additional clicks, and the curve shows this
dramatically. The same kinds of data also can be represented in a tabular format:
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One important aspect to keep in mind when using forecasts to set your goals is that the curve is based on
experience—on actual bidding for the campaign and current conditions in the ad auctions. The curve is a
projection of the ICC across all keywords in the account, using the combined knowledge of Google’s auction
and predictions for what value can be extracted from each keyword and dimension in the portfolio. In other
words, the curve is derived from analysis of actual bidding experience. There is no substitute—in order to know
the ICC impact of a significantly higher or lower bid, you have to actually bid and analyze, many times.
This bears repeating: Whatever your forecast tells you now is retrospective. It is based on market conditions
during the period represented by the data set, and market conditions can change quickly as competitors
change their bids. Generally, the only way to recognize and respond to these changes is to bid. These data are
useful in determining the bids/budget required to achieve a Volume objective. The analysis is different if the
marketer chooses to goal-set for Profitability—for ROI.

The graph below plots average daily revenue forecasts at different budget levels, overlaid with ROI projections.
The large green dot represents actual recent bidding. The volume of conversions is represented by the vertical
axis on the left side of the graph; ROI is shown on the vertical axis at right, obviously using a different scale.
Raw ROI figures are a bit misleading; the highest ROI comes from increasing the budget from zero to a very
modest spend (far left), but the volume of conversions at that level is so low that ROI is almost meaningless
from a business perspective.
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Note the way the ROI curve declines steadily as you move to the right, while the Revenue curve flattensabove
a certain budget level, increasing the budget accomplishes minimal revenue growth and the costs clearly
degrade ROI. Again, confidence in the forecast is weaker at the far ends of the curve, because there is no
actual bid experience at those budget levels.
The forecast provides a reasonable projection of conversions at higher or lower bid levels, but if you actually
bid at those levels, the market will respond—competitors will find they are getting fewer or more expensive
conversions, and will alter their bids to adjust. If you target a significantly larger volume, using an iterative
process of bidding will give you a chance to see how the market responds to your movements, and whether it
will allow you to reach your new goal with the planned CPA and budget.
These forecasts provide a set of bidding options, based on real experience and on the advertiser’s relative
bidding efficiency—the advertiser’s ability to optimize bidding to achieve the revenue or profitability goals of the
business, and agility in recognizing and responding to changes in the auction market. Improve your efficiency
of bidding and you change your options.
There is little you can do to alter the forecast—to change the shape of the curve. However, you can move the
curve in a more favorable direction. You can improve the perceived quality of the ads themselves, and the
landing pages to which they are linked. You can improve the keyword inventory and ensure that keywords
closely match the content with which they are associated. And you can bid in a more informed way, and
more often. You can dramatically increase your bid efficiency through high-frequency bidding, and more
sophisticated analysis of the data on recent bidding.

What Advanced Bid Optimization Adds

Search engine marketers typically cover the variations in the patterns of bidding in the ongoing auctions by
averaging bids—usually daily. But newer Advanced Bid Optimization techniques involving sophisticated pattern
recognition software enable the advertiser to bid much more often—as often as seven times per hour, for large
campaigns involving thousands or even millions of keywords—with bids optimized through big data analysis of
noisy auction statistics. ABO software enables the marketer to know the value of each click—not just averaged
over a daily interval, but continuously, any time of day.
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This is critical, because the value of a click changes significantly throughout the day. Click rates may rise and
fall at different times of day, and at certain hours, the intention of a person clicking may not be to convert as
much as it would be at other times. Consequently, demand for a keyword will rise and fall from hour to hour,
bidders using Advanced Bid Optimization can act on these fluctuations.

Conversion Rate & Revenue Map

Advanced Bid Optimization Improves Bid Efficiency

• It increases the likelihood of successful bidding over the course of the day, saving money (i.e., by
lowering the bid for each keyword at times of day when demand falls), increasing the click-through rate
in the hours with higher conversion rate and improving profitability. Effectively, ABO shifts the forecast
curve downward to reflect lower costs across the range of conversion rates, and even extending the
range over which increasing spending will result in acceptable ICC.
• It increases confidence in the projected ICC at each point in the forecast curve. Recall that confidence
in the forecast declines at the lower and higher ends of the curve; but forecasts based on highfrequency bidding are more likely to include experience with actual bids in those ranges.
• ABO enables faster discovery and response to changes in the market due to competitive bidding, as
the system is actually bidding many more times a day and an anomaly—a shift in the curve—will be
reflected in the data almost as soon as it occurs.
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Practical Examples

The end goal of the advertiser typically is to maximize growth or profit, or a combination of the two. The
feasible bidding strategies in relation to these goals depend on the advertiser’s business model, as well as
how effectively they can track value and costs associated with their ads.
Three main types of KPIs can be considered, either with or without a budget restriction:
• CPA (Cost per Acquisition), where acquisition often represents a sale of a product, a generated lead or
a new subscriber);
• ROI (Return on Investment), where return often represents the sale price of a product or the value of a
new user); or
• Profit, the revenue generated, minus the advertisement cost.
Even for a business in growth mode, a profit goal could be beneficial, but it would assume the business can
calculate the life time value (LTV) of new users to include that in the profit calculation, as well the costs of other
factors such as brand-building and word of mouth.
Let’s go through two different business models and examine the natural KPI, and what would be required for
them to move closer to a profit based model.

E-commerce

CPA: Using CPA as the goal for an e-commerce business is simple—you only have to track the number of
items sold. The drawback of using a CPA goal in a bidding engine is that you would be willing to pay the same
amount for users buying any of your items. So a $1000 suit would be worth as much to your business as a
$50 tie. This easily leads to misleading results; if your competitors are valuing expensive items higher, they will
bid higher for these in the auction and you will end up selling a lot of ties and very few suits.
Revenue: Using revenue as the goal for an e-commerce business means that you also track the value of each
item sold. With more information, the advertiser can budget more for suits and less for ties, as we understand
these have different value. The drawback is that we are not accounting for the margin on each product, and
if this is not a flat percentage, we may find that the ties have a $30 margin, while suits have only $20 margin.
The advertiser is optimizing for amounts of revenue coming into the business, but achieving lower profits, as
the sold products have other associated costs besides advertising.
Profit: Using profit as the goal for an e-commerce business means that you also track the costs generated
with each item sold. You may include the cost of the item, subtracting revenue for items that are returned. (For
example, customers buy the same shoes in two sizes and return the pair that does not fit—a behavior that
makes shoe revenue look more remarkable than it actually is.) You also may include the costs of maintaining
call centers, or even include the full lifetime value (LTV) that you expect of the user to get closer to the “real
generated revenue.” LTV is one of those factors that can be very hard to estimate, as there is always a timedelay in confirming it is correct, since you are estimating the future customer value based on past customer
data. It is one of the challenges in getting to a truly profit-based strategy, as you do not want to detract from
long-term profit by limiting user growth.
The sweet spot: For an e-commerce business the best strategy to strive for is often somewhere between
revenue and profit optimization. It is often very hard to obtain the complete information required to do pure
profit optimization, but the more factors you can take into account, the better decisions you can make as you
decide on the short- and long-term profitability of the traffic you generate through your ads.
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Subscriber based SAAS

CPA: Using CPA as the goal for a SAAS business is similar to eCommerce, but instead of orders, you usually
track signups. Which type of signup you would choose to track and focus on would depend on your business
model, a freemium model may have the option to either focus on the stage where a client first signs up or only
on the stage when they convert to a paying user.
Revenue: For a SAAS model you often need to make the leap to start calculating LTV straight away due to the
business being based around monthly payments instead of upfront costs. To calculate LTV you might focus on
the average time from a user registering to the day they unsubscribe and multiply the number of months with
your revenue. But since a user may come back and sign up again, and you may be driving campaigns towards
that effort, the calculation of LTV and decision where to attribute the gained revenue easily becomes complex.
Profit: If an advertiser feels confident in their LTV calculations for revenue, they can choose to start optimizing
to profit.
An advertiser’s bid optimization strategy should match its business requirements (growth or profit
maximization). This is especially important for large advertisers with large and complex campaigns.
If your strategy emphasizes growth in conversion volume, you should expect to budget for higher bids. But
SEM experts know—and your own experience will quickly confirm—that the relationship between bid levels and
conversion is complex. As your budget increases, extra clicks/conversions are more expensive than a straightline projection would predict. This pattern will affect your ROI significantly.
Nor will today’s auction necessarily follow yesterday’s forecast. The market will change as competitors adjust
their bidding and as new players enter the market, and you will need to adjust your bidding to respond.
There is no substitute for bidding experience in projecting the impact of bid changes. In order to discern the
patterns on which your bid forecasts are based, you will need to gather direct experience bidding at realistic
budget levels. The more you bid, the faster you can detect and analyze those patterns and adjust your bids
to generate new clicks as efficiently as possible and, as your strategy shifts toward maximizing profitability,
maximizing your ROI from your SEM spending.
Advanced Bid Optimization tools and practices can help you to visualize the optimal forecast for bidding.
Bidding multiple per times per hour for each keyword can generate as much as 200 times the forecasting data
you would generate by goal setting based on daily averaging. Your forecast curves will be more reliable; you
can have greater confidence in projecting the return on higher or lower bids along those curves. And ABO
adoption will allow you to move each curve in the direction of lower costs and increased ROI.
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